
A LOOK AT A STATEWIDE PUBLIC AVALANCHE AWARENESS PROGRAM: ABC'S WEEK

I
By Dale Atkins

ABSTRACT

The sudden increase in avalanche deaths in Colorado prompted a
statewide multimedia educational program developed and executed by
the Colorado Search and Rescue Board (CSRB) with assistance from the
Colorado Avalanche Information Center (CAlC) and U.S. Forest
Service.

INTRODUCTION

During the winter of 1986-1987, eleven people were killed in avalanches
in Colorado. This was almost triple the average between 1970-1986 when less
than four people were killed in avalanches per year in Colorado. The sudden
increase in the number of deaths in Colorado created tremendous attention for
the need to increase public education and awareness. In response to this need
the Colorado Search and Rescue Board (CSRB), a statewide organization composed
of numerous volunteer emergency response and support agencies, with assistance
from the Colorado Avalanche Information Center (CAlC), and several other
organizations, organized a state wide multimedia education program called
Avalanche/Backcountry Safety Week.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The program was held January 11-18, 1988. It was the first program of
its kind, designed to reach: (1) The Colorado public in general, via radio
and television Public Service Announcements (PSA's) and the special printing
of safety tips and phone numbers of the CAlC backcountry forecast lines on
500,000 supermarket shopping bags, and (2) the backcountry traveler in
particular, via lectures, slide programs and field seminars.

ABC'S Week was designed to function on a two-tier approach. The first
level, statewide, CSRB coordinated the media effort by securing an ABC
television affiliate, KUSA-TV, in Denver to be the exclusive television
sponsor, and by disseminating radio PSA's in the large Denver market, and by
securing the shopping bags. On the second or local level, CSRB assisted 32
local mountain rescue teams, one canine search group, one nordic ski patrol,
one National Park, and eight selected U.S. Forest Ranger Districts in the
project by supplying them with media and materials kits which included
planning guidelines for local media use and for conducting awareness programs.

I
Avalanche Forecaster, Colorado Avalanche Information Center, Denver,
Colorado, USA.
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Participants

Howard Paul

Colorado Search and Rescue Board

Colorado Avalanche Information Center

U.S. Forest Service
Rocky Mountain Region

Mountain Rescue Association
Rocky Mountain Region

National Ski Patrol
Rocky Mountain Division

Mountain Bell

KUSA-TV

State Level

Originator and director of program

Sponsor, coordinated media effort
funding $500

Sponsor, themes for PSA's and
supplied technical information
reviewer for accuracy and
appropriateness in format and
presentation, brochures and
awareness outline

Sponsor, brochure and expert
technical assistance and support,
and Ranger Districts

Sponsor, fund raising assistance,
endorsement

Sponsor, endorsement

Sponsor, funding $1000

Sponsor, produced and aired PSA's

KUSA produced three separate education/safety PSA's, with former Olympic
skier Hank Kashiwa as on-air spokesman. The spots and ABC's Week promos ran
between December 28th and the end of February. During ABC's Week, they
featured the program on their daily evening newscasts--Nielson Rating of the
audience was 260,000 viewers over the age eighteen.

King Soopers, the second largest supermarket chain in the state,
distributed 500,000 shopping bags, one weeks worth, starting December 13. The
bags were printed with the ABC's message, a promo headline and the six
avalanche information hot line numbers.

The combination of major television coverage, radio PSA's on several
major stations, and coverage by the two major daily newspapers reached not
only the large Front Range population, but also the entire state and parts of
surrounding states. Over 2.5 million, 78% of Colorado's population, lies
along the Front Range between Fort Collins, Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo. The shopping bag program proved to be very successful as the bags
were distributed between the 67 stores in this area. Besides allowing the
program to reach a large number of people, working with the Denver media and a
large supermarket chain generated interest, credibility and visibility for the
program prior to the actual dates, which in turn helped the program at the
second or local level.
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Local Level

This level was developed as a follow-up to specifically reach the
backcountry traveler by giving 35 local mountain search and rescue teams and
U.S. Forest Service Ranger District's materials for basic awareness programs
and media materials for use in their area. Each of the 35 organizations were
grouped into three categories: (A) metropolitan areas (Denver, Boulder,
Colorado Springs, etc.), (B) resort towns and mid-si~ed mountain towns (Vail,
Aspen, Durango, Glenwood Springs, etc.) ar.d (C) small mountain towns
(Montrose, Silverton, Estes Park, etc.) based on the population of the area
they serve. All categories received the same materials, varying only in the
quantity of posters and ad sheets (see Table 1).

Table 1. Distribution of Materials Between Categories

Categories

Metropolitan cities
Resort towns
Small mountain towns

II of
Ad slicks

8
5

2-3

II of
Posters

'':lCt
50
LO

Local organizations know the certain peculiarities in their areas and
often are well established in the community or are looking for the opportunity
to increase their visibility. Therefore, the approach taken and methods
employed were left up t'o each individual organization according to what degree
they were able to participate, and how they were able to best accomplish the
task in their area. CSRB in essence provided support and assistance, as well
as tools for local organizations to conduct their own awareness programs.
Several avalanche accidents occurred prior to the start of the program. This
created great interest by the public as well as an opportunity for local
organizations to perform a valuable community service. One organization
presented three awareness programs in the Denver area, each with audiences
over 300 people. In Aspen a 2.5 day awareness workshop had 150 participants.
In the small town of Montrose the District Ranger, using the media kit and its
suggestions was able to reach 32,000 (50% of the potential audience) on the
local television station and 33,000 (55%) via the local radio station.

Media and Materials Kit

CSRB supplied mountain search and rescue teams and selected U.S. Forest
Service Ranger Districts across Colorado with information packets, called
"Media and Materials Kits."

The Media and Materials Kit consisted of the following:

* Eight pre-written radio PSA's.
* Three separate 20-, 20-, and 30-second PSA's on video cassettes for use on

local cable television.
* Eight production ready educational and safety ads (one ad slick) for local

print media.
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* Five pre-written newspaper feature stories.
* Reproduction-ready copy of the U.S. Forest Service's brochure "Snow

Avalanche: How to Survive Avalanches."
* One copy of the U.S.Forest Service's 17-minute avalanche awareness video.
* Basic avalanche awareness lecture outline and text for a one hour

presentation.
* Series of posters for display in shops, restaurants and trailheads.

Only twelve organizations out of 43 returned the follow-up
questionnaires, and responses were too few to draw any conclusions as to what
parts of the media materials kit were most helpful/useful or least
helpful/useful. All organizations contacted by the author found the kit to be
very helpfuL

Chronology

The dates for the program were decided to take best advantage of maximum
media exposure and when peoples attention would be shifting away from the
Christmas/New Year's holidays (see Table 2). Because of the popularity of
professional football in Denver, it was decided to wait until near the end of
the football season. The program started on Sunday, the weekend prior to the
Super Bowl when no games were held. In hindsight the football activities had
no impact on the program.

Table 2. Pertinent Dates

Weeks
Dates Remaining

Late May 1987

Mid June

July 27
August 11
Late August

September 21
September 30

October 5
November 9

Mid November
End of November
December 4

December 7
December 13

Origination of concept for ABC'S Week by
Howard Paul of Alpine Rescue Team and CSRB
CSRB agrees to sponsor the project under
H. Paul's direction--funds $500
Sponsor identification and contact
Participating agency/organization meeting
Agreements reached with KUSA-TV and King
Soopers for shopping bags
Media and materials planning starts
Grant request for $3,900 of Mountain Bell
for printing costs of 38,000 brochures and
1,200 posters
Production of all media and materials began
Distribution of local planning guidelines
and materials list to all CSRB organizations
and U.S. Forest Service Ranger Districts
Mountain Bell Grant, $1000
Themes for messages completed
Avalanche accident Loveland Pass area--no
injuries, received broad coverage by all
Denver media
Media and material kits completed and shipped
Distribution of shopping bags
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Table 2 (Cont.)

Dates

December 14

December 15
December 28
December 31

January 3, 1988

January 10

January 11-18

Media seminar--well ~ttended by the Colorado
press corps--formally introduced the program
First press announcements of the program
KUSA begins to air PSA's
First avalanche fatalities of the season
discovered, 2 killed (accident occurred
probably on the 29th). Received considerable
media coverage for next week. ABC's Week
mentioned often.
KUSA airs 1/2 hour public affairs program on
ABC's Week January 9 Auto involved in
avalanche on Berthoud Pass, no injuries.
Received heavy media attention .that night.
Second fatal accident outside of Aspen.
Three people killed and last fatal accident
of the season. Received tremendous media
attention.
ABC's Week mentioned in almost all the news
coverage.
ABC's Week

Weeks
Remaining

Media materials continued to appear in the press until the end of
February and awareness programs were given throughout the rest of the season
by some organizations in answer to requests received during ABC's Week. In
addition, several programs have already been planned for the 1988-89 winter.

COSTS

The entire program was conducted with a cash expenditure of only $1,500.
The original budget was placed at $4,400. This included the $500 CSRB
contribution--to be used to cover administrative costs, and a $3,900 grant
request from the Mountain Bell Foundation--to cover the printing cost of
38,000 avalanche safety brochures and 1,200 ABC'S Week posters. A $1,000
grant was received from Mountain Bell. Expenditures amounted to: $400 for
duplicating the PSA's and the u.S. Forest Service's video on to VHS or 3/4"
video tapes, $500 to purchase paper to create camera ready ad (positive
prints) of the redesigned U.S. Forest Service's brochure, "Snow Avalanche: How
to Avoid and Survive Avalanches," $220 was used to cover the costs of the
posters, $210 for mailing the media and materials kits, $40 for copying
service and $50 in miscellaneous expenses, totalling $1,420 with a $80
surplus. Many hours were donated by graphic ad professionals for design,
layout, paste-up and camera work. All production work, except the video, was
prepared by a network of volunteers in the search and rescue community. This
volunteered time has an estimated value of over $5,000. KUSA saved the
program considerable money by volunteering the production and airing costs of
the PSA's, valued in the tens-of-thousands of dollars.
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PROBLEMS

Only two problems were worth mentioning, one only a potential problem and
the other did not affect the program. A potential problem could have
developed if no grant money was awarded. Organizers were told repeatedly they
would receive the full amount requested ($3,900) but developed an alternate
plan "just in case." The alternate plan was used. The other problem was very
few follow-up surveys were returned by the participating organizations.
Responses from all eight Ranger Districts were received, but only four of 35
responses were returned by the volunteer organizations. The only problem
identified, by three groups in their surveys, was not receiving the media and
materials kit soon enough. Unfortunately they did not say how much earlier
the kits were needed. Lastly, although not a problem, organizers and sponsors
would have liked greater participation by the ski industry, especially the ski
area operators. Only the Aspen Ski Corporation, Wolf Creek and Loveland were
active in the program. The program was followed by the industry and a thank
you letter was received after the program concluded by Colorado Ski Country
USA, a statewide trade organization of which all Colorado Ski Areas are a
member.

IMPACT OF THE PROGRAM

Although it was the first year of the program, and we hope it continues,
there were no other fatalities after ABC'S Week. Of course that is a bit of a
hasty generalization to attribute that fact to the program, but it is
comforting. If the program continues and accident and fatality rates do not
increase in proportion to the increase in use of the backcountry, then we will
be able to determine its impact and success.
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